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Winter is coming
After EuroSea, and with the coming end of the
sailing season it is time to plan and prepare the
winter. Our young Scouts are back to school
with a summer full of memories. Those will feed
the coming projects and sailing trips on a spiral
movement.
This process will build each one's scouting
culture, but really this culture will only be of
use if shared among us, all of those that love
scouting trough water, and with all the others
that for some reason share our waters and
ideas. That's the main goal of our vision, to
promote and interchange best practices,
learning experientes, and funny situations from
we can all learn the many many things that
each us to sail with scout values.
The Euronaut is a place for that share, where all
can read and find news, activities, best
practices, contacts with a free spirit. So please
let's place here all things, so that we reinforce
our fleet to sail bater in each day!

Share your stories and events in Euronaut!

Content of this newsletter:
Chairmen of Odysseus Group
90th anniversary in Austria
Captain Hamil Cup
Boat building project
Ocean Challenge
Scout vessel: Lelievet
Game: Compass directions
Danish Sea Scout camp

I'm really happy to offer you scouting related articles from
different countries. Your story can be just one photo and few
sentences - or a longer article. We have now started two new
topics we would like have in every Euronaut: article about a
scout vessel and article about a nautical game. This time we
start with presenting Lelievlet - the typical scout vessel in
Netherlands and a "Compass directions" game.
If you want to share any stories, please post them to:
euronaut@seascouts. eu
I'm looking forward to hearing what has happened in your
country!
Satu Raudasoja
Editor in chief of Euronaut

Good winds
Nuno Baptista Jacinto
Chairman of Odysseus

Euronaut is a newsletter of European Sea Scout network. All guides and scouts are welcome to join the Facebook
group "European Sea Scouting" and share their scouting related stories and photos.

The chairmen of Odysseus Group
Nuno Baptista Jacinto from Portugal
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was chosen to Odysseus group for a
3rd time. Nuno continues as the
chairman of Odysseus group, for a
second season. He is a landscape
architect and father of two lovely
girls. Besides scouting Nuno enjoyes
sailing, carpentry, drawing and hiking
on his freetime.

Nuno is a group leader of "1 1 00 Parques das Nações" in Lisbon, and a
member of a training team for sea scout leaders. As the best thing in
scouting Nuno mentions going on good dinghy cruising week with
scouts. "In Odysseus my goal is to promote sea Scouting networking
on one hand, and on the other hand that this networking becomes
effective in local action with young people."
Nuno describes himsef a thinking, quiet, and boost active guy. "I also
love to talk on subjects untill late hours, preferably in front a camp
fire." As the best international scout experience until now Nuno says
RoverWay 2003. "With a rover crew of my group sailed, fished and
built a fishersman house during a week in low river Tagus." "If there
would be one Sea Scout international event I would like to
participate, that would be a great international Sea Scout activity for
crew leaders, with lot's of sailing."

Ernst-Jan Jacobsen is from the

Netherlands and was chosen for 2nd
time in Odysseus. Ernst-Jan (or E-J as
he is called) is the vice chairman of
Odysseus for the next two years. He
works in the University Medical
Hospital, at the MicroBiology
department as a system administrator.
He is also a father of two children, a
girl and a boy.
In scouting E-J is a chairman of seascout region "Admiraliteit 1 2
Neerlands Midden', a board member dutch scouting region Regio Drie
Rivieren Utrecht and web content manager in scouting Nederland for
the seascouts.
The first two years E-J has been a webmaster, and been busy with
the Euronaut, Eurosea and the Facebook pages. E-J is a honest, very
direct and a hard working person.
"My goal is to improve to get the meetings of the Odysseusgroup more
organized, and to get more communication within and outside the
Odysseus Group. Also I want to get the Odysseus Group more visibile,
by trying to get more up to date information for the Website and the
Euronaut. Furthermore, of course I hope we will organise over 2
years again a memorable Eurosea, this time in Poland. "
Text: Satu Raudasoja, Photos: Viljo Mannerjoki
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Our 90th anniversary - hurray!
Sea scouting in Austria is rather a small aspect in the Austrian Scout
Association but one with a lot of tradition and heritage. 1 00 years ago sea
scouting was introduced in our country and 90 years ago our local group in
Hainburg was founded. The river Danube is our neighbor, friend - well
most of the time ;-) and the element for our activities. Since the
environment we live in is platform and inspiration for our scouts program
the influence of the river we live by is our constant companion. Therefore
it’s rather easy to do sea scouting program even in a landlocked country.
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The question arises why did the Austrians start sea scouting after all and
what was and is their recipe for success? I'd like to try and answer this
question and share a few personal thoughts regarding our anniversary.
First and foremost the personal engagement of each and every member in
the scouts group is crucial for it's success. We are proud to have members
who are passionate about what they do and try to make a difference for
our children and young adults. In the history of our scouts group there
were individuals who risked their lives in the times oft he Nazi regime
while stealing back items of the scouts group which were confiscated after
the movement was forbidden. I suspect it was their aim to preserve their
values throughout those troublesome times.

In the 90ies there was a group of young adults who renewed the
scouts group from the inside out and brought new life and a new
understanding of the scouts program to group. We're proud to say
that we've still members of this group of people that are active as
leaders.
International exchange and collaboration was one factor, which
influenced sea scouting in our group profoundly. In the 70ies our
group had close relations with a Dutch sea scouting group. That was
the time when the Hainburg sea scouts introduced sailing activities
in addition to rowing action to their program. Well I think everybody
can imagine that this new aspect enriched the youth program a lot.
The exchange with fellow scouts on various levels with an open
mind and curiosity brought a lot of achievements to our group.
Working with children and young adults is all about working on
relationships. Teambuilding and activities with a serious setting that
provide a field of experience to try ones personal as well as the
team abilities is crucial in the scout method. These aspects are well
met by the water activities we perform in our program. That and
the fact that we’re very flexible and eager to try and find new ways
in scouting is why I am very confident that sea scouting in our group
will be successful in the years to come.
Text: James Denk, group scout leader
Sea Scout Group Hainburg, Lower Austria
Association of Boy Scouts and Girl Guides of Austria
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In its 49th Year- of Captain Hamil Cup -201 4
This is the Junior Sea Scout Seamanship competition of Sea Scouting
Ireland held annually. The competition has been run since 1 975 and was
inaugurated, in Malahide. The competition takes place in the autumn,
as preparation is over the last several weeks of the boating season.
Teams of five are made up of scouts 1 4 years or younger on the 1 st June
and the challenge is to compete as individuals and as part of a team. So
each member must learn all seamanship skills and be prepared on the
day when called up to a base.
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Seamanship skills are a life skill that is taught from the very start of a
sea scouts journey in his troop. Here training is given in boat handling,
row in a boat’s crew, boat maintenance, flag etiquette, practical
teamwork exercise, first aid, safety on the water, and taking care of
each other while afloat.
The Captain Hamil Cup gives the scout focus, and put into practice what
they have learnt throughout the boating season. This year’s venue was
in Howth Harbour and was hosted by the 7th Port of Dublin Sea Scouts.
Thanks goes to the organisers and their team for laying on the
challenging bases. Malahide Sea Scout group was well represented
taking 1 st, 7th, 8th and 1 4th place. Congratulations to all Malahide
teams.

Text and photos: Kevin
Rowan (Ireland)
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Building a dream
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Dream about our sailing boats and Slovak sea scouts sailing regatta
begins in September 201 3 during sailing course of Sea Scout captain
training which our national committee for sea scouting organised with
Slovak yachting association on largest lake in Slovakia, Orava. For
most participants it was first bigger contact with sailing (most of our
water activities consist from canoeing, kayaking or rafting), but we
was really excited and want implement sailing in our groups water
program. But our biggest problem was lack of ships, to our
knowledge, any Scout Group in Slovakia didn’t own sailing boat at
that time.
We discussed about it and Hurvajsz, our friend from Czech NSO Junák
– Český skaut and one of instructor of sailing course with great
experience in boat building, suggested that we can build sailing boats
themselves as cheapest way to obtain them and promised us help. So
we form our boatbuilding team consist from three member of our
national Sea Scout committee (Me, Ondrej and Supo) and Hurvjasz.

Give man a new toy. . .

Freshly finished Margita

Hurjvasz do research about boats suitable for us and choose Phil
Bolger design #436 “Gypsy”, we agreed. Gypsy dimensions is 1 5’x4’,
height of mast is 1 6’, one sail of 58 sf and weight of boat is about 1 50
lbs. Hurvjasz set minimum budget around 600 € (and we don’t even
have Dacron sails at first! We sew our first sail from HDPE tarpaulin,
later we get old windsurf sail), so we start searching way how to raise
money. We found government project financed from European social
fund for youth leaders training.
We spend two weekends on this training, learn some things about
project planning and get totally 600 € to our project! But there also
some cons. In terms of contract of this ESF project restrict us to use
money and realize our project only in Slovakia, so we need move
realization from fully equipped boat building workshop of Hurvjasz
group “Scout Harbour Viribus Unitis” in Ostrava, to classroom in one of
private schools in our city, Banská Bystrica which have scouting as part
of their education system so we maintain good relationship (and it’s
also cost us one Saturday full of cleaning the schools and cutting
bushes around school).

The building team
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So we start buying materials, from which are some really hard obtain,
especially marine-grade plywood , larch timber and polyester resin and
getting tools (biggest sacrifice made Hurvajsz which take 20 clamp, weighing
over 25 kg, and two A0 sheets of boat plans by train from Ostrava to Banská
Bystrica) and ready everything to realization of project in January. From 2nd
to 6th of January we intensively build boat together with Hurvjasz and other
6 our sea scouts but it’s happen to be awfully little time. We made only hull
and prepare mast and spend next three months afternoons with finishing.
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We finally make testing launch evening before Mayday and baptise her with
name “Margita” (after character from old folk ballad “Margita a Besná”
about two cliffs over river Váh in Strečno pass) week later on Sailor’s Ball.
On few first sails her properties and behaviour satisfied us and we decided
make this boats class-boat of Slovak sea scouts and build more of this boats.
We propagate her through Scouting Slovakia, our NSO, offer other, also non
sea scouts group help with building own sailboats to promote sea scouting
and water activities in our organisation .

Regatta: Margita and P550

We found another group “regular” scout, in city Nitra, which also
want building own sailboat, few members from this group even help
us with building first boat. So we raise more money from ESF and
Tatra Banka Foundation (400 €) which I want thanks this way. And we
build another two boats in this august, this time in carpentry
workshop belongs to one of members of Nitra group. One of them,
second boat of our group is called “Besná”, sister boat of Margita,
and Calypso, boat of Nitra group. This time we spend nine days, with
another our friend, boat builder from same group as Hurvjasz, Bidlo.
This allow us to complete one boat fully and another mostly. One
leader from Nitra and leader of Calypso building is so excited about
boatbuilding and now want start new Sea Scout group in Nitra!
And because we don’t want only stay at boatbuilding we organise
1 9th – 21 st of September first Slovak sailing regatta. Bidlo also bring
two Czech scouts class-boats, P550, so we compete in two in
categories. Constructor’s cup for best Gypsy type boat win Juraj from
Nitra with his Calypso. Next year we plan continue and build at least
two other boats, get more sailing experiences and use both on Aqua
201 5 which I hopefully advertise in next Euronaut issue. All of this
was great experience and big adventure to me, hours of
preparations, manual work and administration with projects, but also
hours of fun, good mood and satisfaction and its make me fell for
first time like real Sea Scout. I can recommend own boatbuilding
project to everyone, but mostly to them who want spice up their
groups program. If you have some questions about project or
boatbuilding feel free to write me to pavol. kukla@gmail. com
Text and photos: Pavol Kukla (Slovakia)

Margita first time on water (unfortunately
no wind)
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Sea Scouting and Ocean Challenge
After posting the oceans challenge program of Youth and United
Nations Global Alliance (YUNGA) Badge Curriculum on Euro Sea
Seminar FB page I am asked to write this article. In the years
between 1 991 and 2000 We made annual Sea Scouting Camps at
Çesme, İzmir, Turkey on the purpose made seaside facility. Every
Year Navy supported us with sailing boats, equipment and
instructors for signaling and boatswain workshops. I was
programmed most of the programs.
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I was a Naval officer at that time. Raising in a Navy town, being
grand son of a WWI Naval officer, son of a Naval mechanical
engineer who made a land and sea going bicycle, a ship modeler
and a mentor of a youth club on model making and other crafts and
5 years of scouting in boyhood before Naval High school made me
qualified for this post. Friendship and help of some Leader Trainers
and scout leaders who have trained on Sea Scouting at 1 990 by
Eughan Lavelle and leader Trainer Omer K. Solen helped me a lot
at Naval facilities at Iskenderun Turkey . Every year we had a
balanced program with the help of scout leaders like Turker Ozay,
Yavuz Durmuş, Atakan Atli, Semih Duran, Fatma Durmus, Yasemin
Atmaca and many other graduates of above mentioned Course.

Sea scouting Seminar with Mr. Lavelle and
Sölen and participants

The ship modeling, art of Drawing, Music,
Naval and Maritime history, Çesme Festival
always had prime concern along the salty
part of the game like sailing, rowing, chart
reading, navigation, signal flags, rules of the
road, semaphore signaling, lantern
signaling, swimming, life saving training end
even sea food making.
I was at Euro Sea 5 at Vässarö where I talked about our programs and
ship modelling with a very simple model to teach children about ship
vocabulary. I never forget our river up sailing against wind. Now Sea
Scouting is not in our Scouting program as the traditional way we will
know. But some sea side scout camps happen time to time with some
activities. .
Yunga environment challenges

In 201 1 I became aware ofYunga with a message of them asking help to
work on their pilot study of Biodiversity Challenge Badge Curriculum.
We help them with the work of some 1 00 children on a EnvoAgriculture summer school in Ankara with an unbelievable similar
program made by Mrs. Funda Açıkel Kadim. I begin to focusing on
YUNGA challenges more and school teachers and scout leaders who
helped me with their students, members and scouts to make them.
Time to time we had new challenges from YUNGA and we had Water
Challenge and Oceans Challenge. Ocean challenge pilot study made in
a scout camp by the sea at Antalya with great success and I saw that
many troops schools and Youth organization are fulfilled many tasks of
the curriculum on their sea side summer camps. It was a perfect
training tool for youth interested on Sea life. Also tools to learn and
practice along the sea scout activities.
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The booklet of Oceans Challenge starts with a safety notice. (That
remembers me a saying in Turkish Navy Knowledge is a glass of Water,
Experience is a bucket of water but safety is ocean itself). And
proceeds with “Developed in collaboration with United Nations
agencies, civil society and other organizations, the United Nations
challenge badges are intended to raise awareness, educate and
motivate young people to change their behavior and be active agents
of change in their local communities. The challenge badge series can
be used by teachers in school classes, youth leaders and especially
Guide or Scout groups. " This is made for us. For Sea scouts. You can
find complete book at www. yunga-un. org. or on Eurosea 1 2 FB
documents.
What is ocean?
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The ocean is mesmerizing and amazing. It helps regulate temperatures
on Earth, provides us with resources and much, much more. It is one of
the great opportunity given to mankind. How it helps to BEHAVIOUR
CHANGE of challenges is a very relevant part of the book. Than badge
work which designed in five steps starts; Investigate, select, act,
discuss and Celebrate . Badge work addresses to 3 different ade groups
which are Five to Ten years old, Eleven to Fifteen years old, Sixteen
plus years old.

There is over 200 tasks arranged and marked with these age groups . For
ease of use and to ensure that all the main topics are addressed, both
the background information (pp. 24-95) and the activities (pp. 96-1 45)
are divided into five main sections:
A. OCEAN IN MOTION: introduces seawater, its movements and
how these movements influence local weather conditions as
well as the global climate.
B. THE OCEAN IS LIFE: explores marine species, ecosystems and
habitats from the shallows to the deep sea.
C. PEOPLE AND THE OCEAN: discusses the many ways in which
people explore and use the coasts and seas.
D. THE OCEAN AT RISK: outlines how human actions negatively
affect the ocean and ocean life. E. Take action : talks about
how humans can interact more sustainably with the ocean and
suggests ideas for how your class or group can help protect it.
Task A. 08 Building
an Underwater
Scope Materials: A
large plastic tub
(e. g. a yoghurt pot)
Ours used a 10 liters
pet bottle clear
plastic

Participating Scouts at Antalya for
pilot study of oceans challenge

Beach clean-up at Akçakoca by a youth
association
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There is generally two compulsory tasks you may do one of them and
some 20 selections. You may choose just one of them or more. If you
have another activity along the same line eith section. The scour
leader may decide to change it. There is educational games,
research, presentations, exhibitions flash mobs, media work video
making photography arts and crafts internet surfing, studying
collecting puzzles. Group activities solo activities.
I have made some games to help to learn and experience more using
popular games like Bingo, Ladders and Snakes, Domino, Caterpillar
(a wild game mixed of running finding like treasure hunt on a poster
exhibitions) Card memory games, Card matching Games, puzzles,
word puzzles, Guess what on every slide on a ppt presentation.
Games using winning painting of UNEP Children Painting
competitions. I used these on Biodiversity challenge and I am going to
make for Ocean Challenge too.

Task B. 09 Film the Coast reference
book access video camera or other
recording device microphone. No
filming made ne video cameras at
walking tour on sea side. Only photos.
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Here is some samples we done on our activities. I also I followed two
important camps in Europe NAWAKA and 5th Sea Scouting event of
Greece and tried to spot activities relevant to Oceans Challenge.
Text and photos: Umit Savas Baran (Turkey)

Task B. 04 Learning marine creatures

Task B. 04 Making sea animals using
stones

Task C. 06 Boats and Seafarers
Materials The challenge is to build a
small boat that floats and doesn’t tip
over. prom another activity at Antalya

Task C. 02 games at sea side

The Lelievlet
The Lelievlet is the most commonly used steel sailing and rowing boat of the
Sea Scouts of Scouting Nederland, it is also used by many Sea Scouts in
Flanders, Austria, Greece and the National Water Activities Centre (NWAC) of
Scouting Ireland in Killaloe, Ireland. Its design is based upon the
beenhakkervlet, a type of steel dinghy often used with cargo riverboats, and
its name is derived from the international Scout logo, the Scout lily.
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History
Until the 1 950s the Dutch Sea Scouts employed many different boats. Often
these were a discarded lifeboat from the navy or other types of boats. These
boats were almost always full of wood, making the maintenance so expensive
in terms of time and cost. It was also difficult to source parts to enable
repairs. This situation prompted a project to identify a standard vessel. The
standard boat also made the running of regatta’s easier as all the boats were
of equal class. The vessel requirements were set as:
• Seating space for 6 persons.
• They had to be able to be sculled, rowed or sailed.
In 1 955, the Dutch Sea Scouts looking for a boat to meet these requirements
and they became interested in a steel rowing boat, designed by Teunis
Beenhakker, Kinderdijk. He had created a design for a rowing and
motorboating for inland waterway skippers. The groups saw something in that
draft and Mr. A. Stockman, skipper with Titus Brandsmagroep in Breda and
Commissioner at the Katholieke Verkenners (Catholic Boy Scouts),

adapted the design so it could be used
as a sailboat. In 1 956 Teunis Beenhakker
built two hulls for trial. He made two
almost equal hulls: one 4. 60 m and the
other 5. 60 m. Both were built as sailing
boats with 1 2. 5 m2 sails. Ultimately, the
5. 60 m boat was selected as most
suitable.
The lelievlet was, as had been predicted
a great success. Until 2006 in the
Netherlands there have been about 1 600
lelievlet’s built. Lelievlet number '1 ' still
exists and is still under the flag of the
Titus.
Details and specifications
• Length: 5. 60 m
• Width: 1 . 80 m
• Height: 6. 50 m
• Avg. Weight: 650 kg
• Sail: 1 2. 1 5 m²
Sources used:
http://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Lelievlet
http://www. admiraliteit12. nl/
http://www. ra4. nl/

A construction drawing can be found on the European seascouts website
(http: //seascouts. eu) under international and vessels.
Text: Ernst-Jan Jacobsen (the Netherlands)
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GAME: Compass directions

This game is from the Eurosea, from the workshop of games. The topic for the
game was "Variation and Deviation". It was a bit challenging theme for a game,
as it is dry theory, and there is not much fun about it. This game can be
adjusted for younger and for elder scouts, to either just to learn the compass or
to learn also the variation and deviation. The idea of the game is from Satu
Raudasoja (Finland) and David Svoboda (Czech).
GAME: Compass directions / Compass, Magnetic and True directions
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NEEDED:
Simple version: a compass, something to mark 'North', 'East', 'South', "West" and
the middle of the game area
More challenging version: previous and papers with 'C' (for compass direction),
'M' (for magnetic direction), 'T' (for true direction), paper with information how
much is the variation and paper with information how much is deviation.
PREPARATION: Mark the middle of the area and the main compass directions on
the playing ground (eg. with chairs or blocks of wood) with the help of the
compass
PLAYING THE GAME:
Cubs: leader shouts a name of direction (e. g. south-west), cubs run to the right
direction from the middle of the compass.
Elder cubs: leader shouts a number of degrees (e. g. 1 35 degrees), participants
run to the right direction, a compas can be used
(Scouts: Leader shouts ‘compass direction X’ and the person with the paper 'C'
goes to that spot. The other scouts have papers 'M' and 'T' and they have to
figure out where the related ‘magnetic direction’ and ‘true direction’ are
supposed to be.

Text and photos: Satu Raudasoja
(Finland)

Corner of jokes
This time these ocean related jokes were picked from the site:
http://wordsinmocean. com/2012/03/20/ocean-jokes/
If you have any water or scouting related jokes, please share those!
Why don’t oysters give to charity?
… Because they’re shellfish
What did the Pacific Ocean say to the Atlantic Ocean?
… Nothing, it just waved
What did one tidepool say to the other tidepool?
… Show me your mussels
A salmon walks into a vegetarian restaurant and the waiter says,
“Sorry, we don’t serve fish. ”
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Sea Scout Jamboree 201 5 - in Denmark!
In the summer of 201 5 the Danish Sea Scouts are planning a Sea Scout
Jamboree, Sø’1 5. This jamboree usually takes place every fifth year,
and is an event that all Danish Sea Scouts look forward to!
The Jamboree will take place from the 28th of July to the 4th of
August 201 5. We would like to invite all Sea Scouts to participate! You
can read more about the jamboree, sign up for our English newsletter
and find both the Invitation and the 1 st Info Package with all practical
details on our website www. english. soe1 5. dk.
We encourage all participants to pre-register for the jamboree by the
1 st of December, to help us estimate an approximate number of
participants. This can be done online on our website. The final
registration closes by the 1 st of June 201 5 and will open the 1 st of
April on our website.
For any questions or concerns please email us at info@soe1 5. dk and
we'll get back to you! : o)

